
 

ARMY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE 
3911 S Walton Walker Blvd 

Dallas, TX 75236-1598 
 

17 Aug. 2011 
From:  Chris Chartier  
  AAFES Headquarters – IT-Infrastructure 
  3911 S. Walton Walker Blvd. 
  Dallas, TX 75236-1598 
 
Subject: Testimonial letter commending JDTECK’s service. 
 
From the beginning of the project JDTECK consistently impressed us with their knowledge and 
understanding of the technologies they produce and deploy. In addition to this their staff was 
paramount to the success of our project – we essentially handed them the reins to the project and 
allowed them to build a schedule and timeline that met our projected installation deadline. Not 
only did they meet this deadline, but the completed it early by more than a month.  
 
All of the 105 locations we had them install were on military installations which required special 
clearances to gain access to. JDTECK secured this clearance to the bases without issue. In addition 
they also worked closely with the service providers that we were wishing to amplify, but more 
importantly they worked with USSPACECOM, Air Force Spectrum Management Group to ensure 
that any frequencies we were enhancing were not interfering with base communications. 
 
Their installations were consistently excellent and professional – they sent us pictures from 
several of the installs as they were being completed, as well as kept us updated on a weekly basis 
with the status of the project as it progressed. 
 
Because of the unique position JDTECK is in by producing the very products they deploy, we were 
able to secure a solution for these locations significantly cheaper than any other provider in the 
marketplace currently. In addition, because they produce their own amplifiers, they have 
invaluable insight as to the functionality and support of their devices and solutions. 
 
JDTECK brought years of experience, professionalism, and efficiency to the table and delivered. 
I would recommend them to any customer looking for a cell frequency amplification solution. 

 
 
 
Chris Chartier 
Army & Air Force Exchange Service 
IT Infrastructure Development Group 


